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“The program main goal is to promote
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artistic creation through a constructive
debate about environmental issues
generated by both theory and life
experiences in the Amazon rainforest.”

LABVERDE was created to strengthen the limits of art through a broad array of
experiences, knowledge sets and cultural perspectives involving art, science and
nature. The program’s main goal is to promote artistic creation through a constructive
debate about environmental issues generated by both theory and life experiences in
the Amazon rainforest.
Developed in association with Manifesta Art and Culture and The National Institute for
Amazonian Research, LABVERDE promotes an intensive experience in the rainforest
mediated by a multidisciplinary team of highly qualified specialists in art, humanity,
biology, ecology and natural science.

6

LABVERDE foi criado para explorar os limites da arte com a promoção de experiências
autênticas e confronto entre disciplinas, envolvendo arte, ciência e natureza. O objetivo
principal do programa é a criação de conteúdos culturais sobre o meio ambiente,
gerados pelo conhecimento teórico e pela experiência prática na Floresta Amazônica.
Criado pela Manifesta Arte e Cultura em cooperação com o Instituto Nacional de
Pesquisa da Amazônia (INPA), LABVERDE promove uma vivência intensiva na Floresta
mediada por uma equipe de especialistas nas áreas de arte, filosofia, biologia, ecologia
e ciências naturais.
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PROGRAM

A new concept of landscape
arises from a conscious negotiation
between the environment and humankind
© Zane Cerpina
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JULY EDITION
20th – 29th
AUGUST EDITION
10th – 19th
EXPEDITIONS
Boat trip
Igapó River and Water Lilies Lake
Acará River
Adolpho Ducke Reserve
Wild Edible Plants experimentation (PANCs)
ZF2 Tower
TALKS
“LABVERDE Introduction” by Lilian Fraiji
“INPA Introduction” by Denise Gutierrez
“Amazon Facts & Figures” by Laurent Troost
“Hydrology in the Amazon” by Mario Cohn-Haft
“Domestication of the Amazon” by Charles Clement
“Biological Diversity” by Flávia Costa
“Landscape Ecology” by Cintia Cornellius
“Dendrochronology” by Jochen Schöngart
“Amazonian Birds and Songs” by Mario Cohn-Haft
“Amazon Creation” by Renan Freitas Pinto & Roberto Evangelista
“Art Poetic” by Guto Nóbrega & Rodrigo Braga
“The Amazon’s Unsustainability” by Charles Clement
Artists Talk
Art Seminar – Work in progress presentation
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PROGRAM

MEDIATION CORE TEAM
Lilian Fraiji, art curator
Juliana Rotta, cultural producer
Rafael Estrela, naturalist guide
Laurent Troost, architect and urban planner
SCIENTIFIC CORE TEAM
Charles Clement, historical ecology and genetic resources
Cíntia Cornelius, landscape ecologist
Flávia Costa, biodiversity and functional ecology
Fabrício Baccaro, entomology
Jochen Schongart, dendroecology
Mario Cohn-Haft, ornithologist
Paulo Boca, traditional uses of plants
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AMAZON

INVISIBLE LANDSCAPE
Lilian Fraiji

© Alberto César Araujo

AMAZON,
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AMAZÔNIA,

INVISIBLE LANDSCAPE

PAISAGEM INVISÍVEL

It is extremely ironic that one of the main

Parece

natural icons of the planet, the Amazon,

invisível um dos principais ícones naturais do

may be considered invisible.

We all have

planeta, a Amazônia. Todos nós temos uma

a memory about this place; we know it,

memória sobre esse lugar, o conhecemos,

we project it, we imagine it, even without

o projetamos, o imaginamos, sem mesmo

having been there. It is this collective mental

termos estado ali. E é essa construção

construction that makes this landscape so

mental coletiva que torna essa paisagem tão

real. Despite the geological transformations

real. Apesar das transformações geológicas

of the earth caused by human action, this

da terra, ocasionada pela ação humana,

natural place still exists and, even more,

esse lugar natural ainda existe e, sobretudo,

resists, far beyond our imagination.

resiste, muito além do nosso imaginário.

What is seldom told, or even silenced, is the

O que é pouco narrado, ou ainda silenciado,

way in which the Amazon is usurped. Within

é como a Amazônia é usurpada. Dentro

the world’s largest forest there is a landscape

da

represented by the development of large

uma

infrastructure and mega works, expansion

desenvolvimento de grandes infraestruturas

of the soy monoculture and extensive cattle

e megaobras, expansão da monocultura da

ranching, annihilation of millennial cultural

soja e da pecuária extensiva, aniquilamento

practices and exploitation of hydraulic and

de culturas milenares e exploração de

mineral resources; an invisible landscape,

recursos hídricos e minerais; uma paisagem

built by a cycle of extermination.

invisível,

uma

maior

grande

Floresta

paisagem

construída

ironia

do

considerar

mundo

existe

representada

pelo

por

um

ciclo

de

extermínio da vida.
As a colony of a country whose growth
has been driven by the exploitation of

Colônia de um país cujo crescimento foi

commodities, based on the unpaid toil of

baseado na exploração de commodities,

nature and certain human populations, the

calcado em trabalho não pago da natureza e

Amazon has been condemned to occupy a

de certas populações humanas, a Amazônia

secondary place in the national and global

foi condenada a ocupar um lugar secundário

economy, although it provides the primary

na economia nacional e global, ainda que

resources for the majority of the country’s

forneça os recursos primários para boa

economic capital, and the main resources

parte do capital econômico, e os recursos

for human survival: water and air.

principais para a sobrevivência humana: a
água e o ar.
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The invisibility of threats to the Amazon

A invisibilidade das ameaças à paisagem

landscape involves issues such as the

da

so-called resource curse , the need of

das maldições dos recursos naturais1,

intervention in certain places, and world

intervenções no espaço necessariamente

dynamics such as the global warming

locais, para também obedecer às dinâmicas

phenomenon, widely distributed in time and

globais como o aquecimento do planeta e

space.

sua condição de fenômeno massivamente

1

Amazônia

perpassa

as

17

questões

distribuído no tempo e no espaço.
Omitted by political ideology, global warming
is a real physical phenomenon whose

Omitido

substance cannot be directly seen, felt or

aquecimento global é um fenômeno físico

por

questões

políticas,

o

heard. A hyperobject that quietly transforms

real, cuja materialidade não pode ser

the landscape, with severe consequences for

diretamente vista, sentida ou ouvida; um

Tropical Forests, which are highly vulnerable

hyperobjeto que transforma silenciosamente

to minimal changes in temperature.

a paisagem, com graves consequências
para as Florestas Tropicais, altamente

One of the results of global warming in

vulneráveis

the Amazon is the loss of biomass due to

temperatura.

às

alterações

mínimas

de

changes in the photosynthesis process. When
submitted to very high temperature levels,

Um dos resultados do aquecimento global

leaves alter their enzymes and proteins,

na Amazônia é a perda da biomassa pela

leading to the suspension of chlorophyll

alteração no processo de fotossíntese.

production. Temperatures constantly above

Quando submetidas a níveis muito altos de

40°C (an increasingly frequent condition

temperatura, as folhas transformam suas

in the Amazon) could be fatal to the vast

enzimas e proteínas, levando a suspensão

majority of plants.

da produção da clorofila.

Temperatura

constante acima de 40ºC, condição esta
marked

cada vez mais frequente na Amazônia, pode

by the biophysical transformation of the

ser fatal para a grande maioria das plantas.

The

Amazon’s

recent

history,

Forest and the policy of violence against
the environment, leads us to consider a

A recente história da Amazônia, marcada pela

new value system that breaks with modern

transformação biofísica da Floresta e pela

anthropocentrism

antagonism

política de violência contra o meio ambiente,

between nature and culture. A system that

nos leva a considerar um novo sistema de

Resource curse
The term refers to the fact that developing
economies with an abundance of natural
resources tend to show increased probability of
low economic growth and high poverty rates.

1

1

© Zane Cerpina
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and

the

Maldições dos recursos naturais
O termo refere-se à economia de países em
desenvolvimento cuja abundância de recursos
naturais aumentou a probabilidade de baixo
crescimento econômico e alto índices de pobreza.

© Alberto César Araujo
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enables us to see, feel and listen to the

to understand their bodies as extensions

valor que rompa com o antropocentrismo

para uma visão biocêntrica de mundo.

Amazon Forest, guided by a new relationship

of the Forest, no longer representing the

moderno e o antagonismo entre natureza e

Baseado no conceito de paisagem ecológica 2,

between humans and nonhumans.

landscape, but becoming the time and space

cultura. Fazer ver, sentir e ouvir a Floresta

os artistas passam a entender seu corpo

of the Amazon.

Amazônica considerando uma nova relação

como uma extensão da Floresta, deixando

entre humanos e não humanos.

de representar a paisagem para ser o tempo

In this sense, LABVERDE’s artistic immersion

e o espaço da Amazônia.

program functions as a multidisciplinary

We showcase here a collection of artistic

platform for the development of critical

propositions, in process or finalized, which

Nesse sentido, o programa de imersão

thought about nature and ecology. Artists,

explore different techniques and languages,

artística

scientists and other practitioners come

and use nature not only as matter, but as

uma plataforma multidisciplinar para o

proposições artísticas, em processo ou

together to recognize nature and tell its

metaphor to raise awareness in the world.

desenvolvimento de conhecimento crítico

não, que exploram diferentes técnicas e

stories, in an attempt to create new ways

These are complex and free creations,

sobre a natureza e a ecologia. Artistas,

linguagens e que usam a natureza não só

of existing and interacting with the natural

which address different debates about the

cientistas e outros agentes do conhecimento

como matéria mas como metáfora para

environment, as well as speculate on

environment and which are classified into

se juntam para reconhecer e narrar a

sensibilizar

possible futures.

four major themes: Deep Time, Co-creation

natureza,

e

of the World, Probable Futures and Poetic

maneiras de existir, de se relacionar com o

discussões

Science.

meio natural, e, ainda, de especular sobre

e

Coexisting and providing visibility to a

LABVERDE

na

tentativa

funciona

de

criar

como

novas

implies a transformation from the concept
biocentric worldview. Based on the meaning
of the ecological landscape , artists come
2

20

Apresentamos

o

complexas,
que

aqui

aqui

um

mundo.
que

sobre

conjunto

Criações

abordam
o

meio

classificamos

de

livres

distintas
ambiente

em

quatro

futuros possíveis.

different logic of existence in the world
of social construction of reality, to a

17

Ecological Landscape
Is defined as a heterogeneous mosaic formed by
interacting units, in which heterogeneity exists at
least for one factor, according to one observer and
at a specific observation scale.
2

Coexistir e tornar visível outra lógica de
existir no mundo implica uma transformação
no projeto de construção social da realidade,

Paisagem Ecológica
É definida por um mosaico heterogêneo
formado pela interação entre unidades, onde a
heterogeneidade existe dependendo de um fator,
de acordo com um observador e de uma escala
específica de observação.
2

21

The immersion within the expanded field of the Forest allows the artists to experience another

grandes temas: Tempo Profundo, Cocriação do Mundo, Futuros Prováveis e Ciência Poética.
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dimension of time. A time marked by fluid mutation processes, whose rhythm and duration obey
the biological growth of organisms, completely different to the contemporary Great Acceleration 3.

A vivência intensiva no campo expandido da Floresta faz com que os artistas experimentem

Artists initially come to understand their bodies as biological organisms, which leads them to

outra dimensão do tempo. Um tempo marcado por processos de mutações fluídas, cujo ritmo e

perceive and revere the different depths of time of all living forms.

duração obedecem ao crescimento biológico dos organismos, completamente distinto da Grande
Aceleração3 contemporânea. Os artistas passam a entender primeiramente seu corpo como

Within the artistic investigations, care is taken to extend the human condition to nonhumans,

organismo biológico para então reverenciar as distintas profundidades de tempo das formas

recognizing them as co-creators of the world. This perception of nature is opposed to the traditional

vivas.

aesthetic view and the dichotomy between subject and object, whereby nature is absorbed by the
artist and transformed into their object. With the proximity between nature and culture, artists are

Dentre as investigações artísticas existe uma preocupação em estender a condição de humano ao

interested in the ways in which living organisms are subjects in the construction of landscapes,

não humano, reconhecendo-o como cocriador do mundo. Essa percepção da natureza é oposta à

transforming and shaping the space in which they coexist.

visão estética tradicional e à dicotomia entre sujeito e objeto, no qual a natureza é absorvida pelo
artista e transformada em seu objeto. Com a aproximação entre natureza e cultura, os artistas

In light of the environmental crisis, art is an important vehicle for questioning and imagining the

estão interessados em como os seres são sujeitos na construção de paisagens, transformando e

destiny of life. Speculating about the future of the planet sheds light on humans as a geophysical

moldando o espaço em que coabitam.

force and the limiting conditions of their own existence. From this perspective, the artist explores
the material circumstances that subtly replace life and transform natural resources into virtual,

Diante da crise ambiental, a arte se configura como um importante veículo para questionar

hybrid and artificial commodities.

e imaginar o destino da vida. Especular sobre o futuro do planeta questiona o homem como

Great Acceleration
Also called Anthropocene refers to the scale and speed with which human activities, arising from the global
economic system, transform the Earth System, with an increase in the greenhouse effect, acidification of the
oceans, deforestation and deterioration of biodiversity.

3

3

Grande Aceleração
Também chamado de Antropoceno, refere-se ao período atual em que vivemos, marcado pela escala
e velocidade com que as atividades humanas, decorrentes do sistema econômico global, transformam
o Sistema da Terra, com o aumento do efeito estufa, acidificação dos oceanos, desflorestamento e
deterioração da biodiversidade.

© Alberto César Araujo
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Among the presented works, it is possible to

força geofísica e as condições limites de

perceive a strong need to identify, measure,

sua própria existência. Nessa perspectiva, o

classify and produce new archives of

artista então explora as condições materiais

nature by means of the arts. Although such

que sutilmente vão substituindo a vida e

practices somewhat emulate a conventional

transformando os recursos naturais em

scientific gesture, they conform to free

bens virtuais, híbridos e artificiais.

17

poetics, in an attempt, at times obsessive,
to understand the forms, functions, and

Entre os trabalhos há ainda uma forte

relations

necessidade

of

nature

through

in-depth

em
e

identificar,

analysis of its individuals. The repetition of

classificar

this gesture also characterizes the need to

da

build memory, not only to enable access to

aproximem de um gesto convencional do

the essence of a content, but also to ensure

fazer científico, essas práticas obedecem

its existence in an increasingly uncertain

às poéticas livres, em um intento, às vezes

future.

até obsessivo, de compreender as formas,

natureza

produzir
pelas

novos

medir,

artes.

acervos

Embora

se

funções e relações da natureza pela análise
Creators

from

different

mais aprofundada de seus indivíduos. A

countries,
their

repetição do gesto também caracteriza a

eyes over the Forest, contributing to the

necessidade de produzir memória, seja

construction

of

para possibilitar o acesso à essência de um

languages and narratives about the Amazon,

conteúdo ou para assegurar sua existência

which unfold in the form of painting,

em um futuro cada vez mais incerto.

backgrounds

and
of

a

cultures
plural

cast

ensemble

drawing, poetry, dance, video, photography,
performance, fashion, music, smells and

Criadores de distintos países, histórias e

sounds. Perceptions, techniques, gestures

culturas lançam seu olhar sobre a Floresta,

and symbolic representations enhance the

contribuindo para a construção de um

form and content of an ecosystem so it can

conjunto plural de linguagens e narrativas

be understood and, fundamentally, valued.

sobre a Amazônia, que se desdobram em
pintura, desenho, poesia, dança, vídeo,
fotografia, performance, moda, música,
cheiros

e

sons.

Percepções,

técnicas,

gestos e representações simbólicas que
potencializam a forma e o conteúdo de um
ecossistema para assim ser compreendido
e, fundamentalmente, valorizado.
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DEEP
TIME

Aleksandra Borys
Bianca Lee Vasquez
Peter Adams
Mike Clemow
Patrícia Gouvêa
Tatiana Arocha
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ALEKSANDRA

BORYS

BIO
Aleksandra Borys received a Master of Art

work wishes to challenge the ways human

and Science from Central Saint Martins,

physical existence is viewed.

University of The Arts in London, and a BA

In

in Contemporary Dance from CODARTS,

Scholarship from Grazyna Kulczyk for art

University of the Arts in Rotterdam. She

and science research; she received “Mloda

works in the fields of choreography, video,

Polska 2014” grant for her research on

installation,

walking art; she received a scholarship to the

astronomy,

cosmology

and

ecology.

she

received

The

Research

SPAZIO program 2013-2014; for DanceWeb
body,

2011 at ImPulsTanz Festival in Vienna; for

universe,

the Tour d’Europe des Chorégraphes in

quantum physics and asks what is the

2010/2011 and from the Polish Ministry of

choreography

Culture and National Heritage in 2010.

Her

work

looks

environment,

the
and

at

the

earth,
dance

human
the
that

happens

between them. What can the body learn from
of human to universe influences the way

AMAZONAS DANCE/
EMBODIED BY LAND

the earth is treated, and what are the

The physicality of Amazonas is what I miss

consequences of this. Fascinated by space

everyday. My body longs for the physical

travel, her work admires the beauty of planet

state and sensation it experienced back in

Earth. Interested in looking at Earth from a

the rainforest.

distance, and how this persepctive influences

For ten days I was exposed to the power

the way life on our planet is approached. The

and greatness of the Amazon forest. The

the land and night sky, how the relationship

28

2015

Embodied by land - Essay film color, audio, 2’38 min.

PLAY VIDEO
https://vimeo.com/245842769

experience

was

with the senses of the Amazon. My body

overwhelming

for

my

European mind, that could not follow what
my body had already understood and had
begun working with. It took a couple of days
until my mind could cope with the physical
experience of the senses opening to their
fullness, the feeling of the body expanding,
losing its boundaries, blurring with the
environment.
At first I wanted to produce/create a dance
inspired by the experience, but my body
was smarter and made me realize that ‘the
dance’ started when I arrived in Amazonas.
It was my mind that could not process what
was already happening. By welcoming and
accepting

the

overwhelming

unknown,

I started to learn from the environment
through the physicality of my body. The
physical experience of my senses

uniting

stopped belonging to me, it became part of
the environment, it became an elongation of
the forest. The fascia that used to define the
borders of ‘my body’ connected with fascia
of the environment. Entering the network
of the forest, my physicality took part in the
flow of physicalities between bodies, beings,
trees, water, land and air.
This physical experience is a bottomless
source of learning, which I try to come back
to every day. It was one of the most profound,
overwhelming physical experiences I have
ever had.
All of it happened within only 10 days. I
cannot even begin to imagine what it is like
to be born into a community which has been
living in the Amazon for generations, and
see/experience/feel what is being done to
the rainforest today.

29
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ALEKSANDRA

BORYS

Embodied by land - Polaroid serie

30

31
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BIANCA LEE

VASQUEZ

BIO
Bianca Lee Vasquez, of cuban-ecuadorian

“We have to reinvent the human species
or perish. We must re-examine history
DAparts
FLORESTA
and start putting backELA
some
that we
have left out. Namely the earth, the body,
the feminine, and the unconscious.”

origins, lives and works in paris. She works
with nature in a way that is emphatically
corporal, striving for a communion between
body,

nature

and

art.

Her

ephemeral

interventions or performances are best
described

by

an

earthbody

practice

Marija Gimbutas, PhD in Archeology &amp; Applied Sciences
Extracted from Civilization of the Goddess (1991)

documented in photographie or video. Her
performative actions with trees or large
stones are as though her body formed and
integral part of these natural elements.
Although she frequently uses her own body,

PROJECT

rituals, performed in the core of the Amazon

The goddess and all her manifestations were

she is rarely representing herself literally.

A fundamental aspect of my work is to explore

rainforest, the ultimate reservoir and refuge

a symbol of the unity of nature. Her power

The body defining metaphorical symbols.

and shed light on these missing elements.

of integral nature. These interventions aim

was in water and stone, in trees and thorns,

The common thread running through her

Wherefore I explore the mechanisms by which

to reignite goddess culture and awaken the

animals and birds. She was perceived in all

works draws from her sustained interest

prehistoric earth-centered goddess cultures

potential force stemming from the union

that was sacred and mysterious on earth.

in her paternal ancestral Incas belief that

lived in an age of harmony and peace with the

between modern woman and the powerful

Reaching across millenniums, I take the

cosmology

forests and the feminine.

female

hands of our ancient sisters in a symbolic call

This new work is composed of five aesthetic

evidence with archaeological evidence in

and

the

human

body

were

interrelated and the promulgation of Ayni,
meaning balance and reciprocity in Quechua.
32

archetypes.

Fusing

mythological

to all Brazilian goddesses.

order to decipher the spirituality of culture.
33
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BIANCA LEE

VASQUEZ

PLAY VIDEO
https://vimeo.com/245940990

34

“Ela da Floresta” Serie - HD Video, colour, sound, 06:54
Yara, Jarina, Yemayá, Ituana and Jubbu Jang Sangne

35
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PETER

ADAMS

Break in the Canopy #5
Oil on Canvas - 76cm x 102cm

PROJECT
The

Amazonian

overwhelmingly

rainforest
complex

seemed

subject

for

an
a

painter. I chose to scale back my usual
painting format and travel with tiny mint and
cigar boxes that I had converted into plein

BIO

air painting kits. The built-in palette surface

Peter Adams was born in Glasgow, Scotland

made for a very compact set up for painting

in 1969. Moving to Toronto, Canada as a

and allowed me to focus on tiny gems found in

child, he has maintained dual citizenship and

a much larger ecosystem. I was particularly

remained a permanent resident of Canada.

interested in the epiphytes and lianas that

Adams has a degree in Film Studies from

perfectly symbolized the interdependency

Queen’s University in Kingston, Ontario but

that is so evident in the rainforest. I was

now directs all his creative energy toward

gathering samples in a sense, just as a

painting. He has spent many years exploring

scientist would carefully package specimens

the landscape - and the ever-changing

for later study. The boxes also symbolize the

human

landscape.

human instinct to take home souvenirs when

Traditionally an oil painter, Adams’ most

relationship

with

travelling. Is it possible to take home only

recent work is marked by a transition to

memories of one’s travels? Is it possible

mixed media - combining conte, acrylic

to go home with souvenirs that don’t have

washes, paint markers, oil sticks and oil

negative implications for the people or

paint. “My artwork has always represented

environment that one has visited?

a response to changes happening in my

I

immediate surroundings,” says the artist.

overhead since leaving Brazil and returning

“I have long been interested in the realm

to my studio, as I found myself frequently

in which human and natural worlds meet

looking up at the forest canopy when

- both in harmony and in opposition. I see

at

much of my work as a series of portraits of a

web

landscape transformed by humans.” Adams’

occasionally by the vapour trail of an

recent Earth Scar Series explores some of

airplane. I recalled Mike Clemow’s comment

the largest diamond mines in the world.

that in his recordings, the howler monkeys

He has received numerous awards for his

seemed more active each time a plane flew

work as well as several Ontario Arts Council

overhead.

have

the
of

been

Ducke

exploring

Reserve.

the

An

interconnectedness,

landscape

entangled
interrupted

grants.
36
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PETER

ADAMS

Amazonia Specimen Boxes - Oil on Tin
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MIKE

THE RIVER IS THE FIRST ROAD

CLEMOW

I heard someone in Amazonas say “they drive
like it’s a boat,” a sarcastic reference to the
car ahead, lethargically over-anticipating
a turn. Despite an early albeit disastrous
connection

between

the

Amazon

and

American automotive entrepreneur, Henry
Ford, boats have retained primacy over cars
as a mode of transportation in this area. The
river is the first road. All other roads are
merely asphalt tributaries of the Amazon,
whose moods and changes determine the
shape and patterns of life.

BIO

It’s tempting to draw similarities between

Michael Clemow is a multidisciplinary artist

New York, my home, and the city of Manaus.

based in Brooklyn, NY. His work is based

But New Yorkers are not river people in the

around the idea of listening as a creative

same way. We deal with the water of the

act.

Hudson Estuary, traveling along it, over it,

It is manifested in installations and

performances

using

field

photographs, and objects.

40

recordings,

or underneath it. We don’t swim in it. We

Documents

don’t eat its fish.

We don’t really accept

of experience are turned into improvised

the water—we try hard to avoid it. Few of

sites that are born from and encourage

us know much about boats and we are

deep listening and a sense of place.

enchanted by things like floating petrol

Michael graduated from the Interactive

stations, a common convenience on the Rio

Telecommunications Program at NYU in

Negro near Manaus.

2009. His work has been shown at Exit Art,

The worst of Hurricane Sandy’s storm

Spectrum NYC, Dixon Place, AC Institute,

surge, from which the New York area is still

Radiator Gallery, The Center for Book Arts,

rebuilding after 5 years, was about 9.5 feet

Howl! Happening, and Mana Contemporary.

(just under 3 meters) above sea level. By

He has performed in Art in Odd Places 2008,

contrast, during the course of any normal

DUMBO Art Festival 2009, Festival MOD

year, the Amazon river rises and falls about

(Guadalajara, MX) 2012, River to River Festival

30 feet (9 meters). While the cultural legacy

2015, and Movement Research Festival 2017.

of Henry Ford and others like him continues

He was awarded the Sonic Mmabolela sound

to

art residency in Limpopo, South Africa in

alternately more and less water in the form

2013 and 2015; BSMT Residency at Mana

of severe flooding and severe drought, it

Contemporary 2016-2017; LABVERDE 2017;

occurs to me that “driving like it’s a boat”

and LMCC Workspace Residency 2017-2018.

might be more progressive than it sounds.

escalate

climate

change,

bringing

41
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MIKE

CLEMOW

“WATER AND BOATS” (2017) - SOUND COLLAGE
https://soundcloud.com/michaelclemow/water-and-boats

42

“Untitled 1, 2 & 3” (2017) - Photograph

43
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PATRÍCIA

GOUVÊA
PROJECT
My initial purpose during Labverde was to
develop an artistic research based on the
concept of the Topografias Nômades series,
in which I use water in its different states as

BIO
Born in 1973 in Rio de Janeiro, Brazil,here
she

works.

photography,

Visual
video,

artist,

works

with

installation

and

urban intervention. Her work as an artist
prioritizes moving photography and images
and their potential interfaces, where the
notion of time is one of the main pillars
of her research. She is a Communication
graduate from ECO/UFRJ, a Specialist in
Photography and Social Sciences (UCAM/RJ)
and a Master of Communication and Culture
on the Communication Technologies and
Image Aesthetics track (ECO/UFRJ). From
2005 to 2009 she was a member of the Grupo
DOC (Desordem Obssessiva Compulsiva)
collective, which promoted scores of actions
in Brazil and abroad. She has published the
books “Membranas de Luz: os tempos na
imagem contemporânea” [Membranes of
Light: times in contemporary imagery] (2011,
Azougue Editorial), “Imagens Posteriores”
[Posterior Images] (2012, Réptil Editora) and
“Banco de Tempo” [Benches of Time] (2014,
in partnership with artist Isabel Löfgren,
edited by the authors), and participated in
many others.
44

visual matter in constructions that shuffle
visual perception, from micro to macro, in
mobile, liquefied, fragile, and impermanent
topographies.
However, based on the full temporal process
of becoming that I have experienced; on
the information exchanged in lectures
with INPA scientists and on the texts made
available, I have arrived at new perspectives,
still under research, particularly the series
“Estudos Amazônicos” (provisional title),
where I propose a revisiting of iconographic
and
by

bibliographical
travelers

and

archives
thinkers

produced
who

were

responsible for shaping and transmitting
what was to become common views on
the Amazon, since our “discovery” by the
Europeans, going through the Dictatorship
years, to the present day. The works that I
submit to this catalog and which are part of
this series will establish a dialogue with the
archives, as if they were my personal diary,
in a contemporary reenacting of the practice
of “annotating” adopted by travelers in
the past, now in the form of videos and
photographs.
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PATRICIA

GOUVÊA

PLAY VIDEO
https://vimeo.com/246986834

Sobrevida#1 - HD Video. colour, sound, 01:29

PLAY VIDEO
https://vimeo.com/246980444

Resiliência | Resilience- HD Video. colour, sound, 01:15

PLAY VIDEO
https://vimeo.com/246886316

46

Topografia VII / Topography VII- HD Video. colour, sound, 01:22
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TATIANA

AROCHA

MI SELVA
Mi Selva (working title) will be a limited
edition

risograph-printed

book

of

my

photographs of the Amazon
combined with reflections on my family that
I wrote during my residency.

BIO

I dreamed for years of what my first trip

Tatiana Arocha is a visual artist from

to the Amazon rainforest would be like; to

Bogotá, Colombia based in Brooklyn, NY.

be inside it, to touch it, to talk to it, and to

The daughter of one of Colombia’s leading

know its secrets. Upon arriving and being in

anthropologists

environmentalists,

front of it, I was paralyzed. I felt vulnerable

Arocha grew up in the midst of nature,

and fearful. I wanted to understand how

camping since childhood with her father

something that had inspired me for so

and his friends across the diverse ecological

many years could also generate such mixed

regions of Colombia, such as the Raudal

emotions. As my awareness opened, I began

de Maypures in the Orinoquia, which the

to see in it my family, our relationships, our

German explorer Alexander von Humboldt

nature.

called the Eighth Wonder of the World. But

I started exploring the smallest details,

it was the Ensenada de Utria in the jungles

going through its thick green layers, trying

of The Choco, the last place that the artist

to understand it and, in the same way, to

visited before leaving her homeland, which

understand myself in my relationships and

ultimately shaped her artistic worldview.

personal history. It reflected me. And like

She has understood since she was very

it, I am complicated and full of layers. My

young that nature needs to be explored in

thoughts are like its plants, they do not stop

order to find a real connection, and flora and

growing in different directions while some

fauna should be encountered in their natural

feed on others. I thought that if I allowed

habitats to be fully grasped.

myself to become savage, invade with my

A graphic designer by training, Arocha’s work

presence, if I allowed myself to be what I

spans a range of media such as drawing,

really am, I would understand that within that

large

collage

and

motion

complexity exist valuable qualities, and that

graphics. In all formats, her work combines

installations

complexity is powerful. By looking at every

her

recollections

of

these

and

magnificent

detail of the jungle, I begin to understand

places with a fearless work ethic. In each

how my relationships work, how my family

piece, her attention to detail impresses on

is, and how I am.

the viewer her ecological activism, affection
and responsibility to nature.
48
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17

AROCHA

Mi Selva (working title) - Risograph-printed book - Photograph and text

50

51

CO-CREATING
THE WORLD

© Gui Gomes

Luzia Simons
Lisa Schonberg
Ana Brotas
Sandra Bühler
Elin Glaerum Haugland
Sabina Sallis
Renata Cruz
Carla Mercedes Hihn
Ana Carvalho
Kati Roover
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LUZIA

Cuba, Fonds National d´Art Contemporain in

SIMONS

17

Paris, France, Kunsthalle Emden, Germany,
UBS Art Collection, Zurich, Switzerland, Ny
Carlsbergfondet, Denmark.

THE PRESENCE OF ABSENCE
I am pursued by historical references and
unstilled

BIO
Luzia Simons (born in Quixadá, Ceará, Brazil)
is a graduate in History and Fine Arts at the
Sorbonne University in Paris. She lives and
works in Berlin, Germany. She regularly exhibits
in Europe and Brazil. The works of Luzia Simons
make it possible to experience divergence. The
experimental research into photographic media,
the alienating penetration into the sum of the
parts and the poetic density of the fragmentary
project the semblance of reality of society into a
temporary whole: into the reality of her artistic
expression. A selection of recent exhibitions at
international institutions and public collections
includes: Stockage, Bienal de Curitiba (2017),
Blacklist Video, Domaine de Chaumont-surLoire, France (2017); Vanitas rerum, Archives
Nationales, Paris, France (2016), O útero do
mundo, Museu de Arte Moderna de São Paulo
(2016); Schnittmengen: Zeitgenössische Kunst
und die Überlieferung, Museum für Asiatische
Kunst, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Germany
(2016). Simons’ works are included in numerous
collections in both Europe and South America,
among these: Museu Nacional de Brasília,
Graphische
Stuttgart,

by

curiosity.

The

very

popular

representation of flowers envelops me in the

Sammlung
Germany,

der

Deutscher

Staatsgalerie
Bundestag

Berlin, Germany, Collection Pirelli, Museu de
Arte de São Paulo, Coleção Joaquim Paiva, MAM

history of painting. Still lifes and floral motifs are
part of the development of capitalism because
the objects represented in such paintings were
trade goods, symbols of fortunes produced by
the globalization of the great discoveries. In
memory, the arabesques of life and the bridges
erected between continents and cultures are
important. The immersion in the Amazon forest
led me to reflect on the mechanisms that renew
it, annul it, transform it. European naturalists
recorded Brazilian nature in their watercolors,
drawings and travel descriptions. Therefore, I
opted to build upon this reference, having used
photography and video to record landscapes. My
watercolors were created from leaves gathered
during the residence. However, instead of a
traditional botanical illustration, my focus is
on the leaves’ void spaces, which form the
dichotomy between presence and absence.
Viewed from this angle, the absence of leaf
matter testifies to the constant transformation
of the action of time, animals and men into the
same ecosystem. It is nature’s struggle for its
own survival. In this sense, my watercolors serve
as metaphor for the process of transformation
of the forest, driven by men and their economies’
resulting acceleration of climatic conditions, into
a great emptiness.

Rio de Janeiro, Centro Wifredo Lam in Havana,
54
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LUZIA

SIMONS
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“The presence of absence” - Watercolor painting on paper

57
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LISA

SCHONBERG

Leafcutter (Atta Sedex) ants. Photo by Daniel Kukla

BIO

PROJECT

Lisa Schonberg was born in 1977 in Staten Island, USA, and is based in Portland,

During my time with Labverde I made audio recordings of ants and the soundscapes of their

Oregon, where she lives and works. Lisa is a percussionist, composer, writer,

habitats. I composed percussion and ambient music based on these recordings, supplemented by

teacher and natural historian. She started playing drums as a child, studied

observations of the movements and form of the ants and my surroundings. Ants are doing so much

ecology and entomology through college and graduate school, and has since

of the vital work maintaining Amazonian ecosystem functions: herbivory, seed dispersal, predation,

traveled extensively to carry out fieldwork and perform. She integrates her

decomposition - which are in turn crucial to global climate regulation. By amplifying the sounds

interests through creative documentation of soundscapes, insects, and habitat.

of ants perhaps listeners will be able to better relate with them; there is so much disdain among

Lisa’s place-based compositions are performed by her percussion and noise

humans for insects, when it should be the opposite. Can listening to ants generate empathy and

ensemble Secret Drum Band and in solo performance, and she drums in Explode

encourage us to do our part in countering climate change? Myrmecologists Fabricio Baccaro

Into Colors. Lisa is the author of The DIY Guide to Drums and The Hylaeus Project:

and Erica Valle at Universidad Federal do Amazonas produced and analyzed spectrograms of the

A Documentation of the Endangered Native Bees of Hawaii.

ant recordings and are using the recordings as the start of new research on ant acoustics. The
compositions: “Atta” is based on the recordings of leaf-cutter ants; “Multispecies” is a collage of
only ant sounds; “Surface of the Abyss at Ducke” represents passive listening of the penetrating
diurnal soundscape of Reserva Ducke; “Terra Firme” is my response to sitting still and closely
investigating this same soundscape.
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LISA

SCHONBERG

17
Pheidole biconstricta spectrogram by Erica Valle.

ACOUSTIC ENVELOPE

Atta (audio)

https://soundcloud.com/secretdrumband/atta

Multispecies (audio)

https://soundcloud.com/secretdrumband/
multispecies

Terra Firme live performance by Leah
Bowden, Shannon O’Brien and Fiona Digney
(audio):
https://soundcloud.com/secretdrumband/
terrafirme

Surface of the Abyss at Ducke (audio):

https://soundcloud.com/secretdrumband/
surface-of-abyss-at-ducke

Pheidole biconstricta (field recording)

https://soundcloud.com/secretdrumband/
pheidole-biconstricta

Recording leaf cutter ants
(Atta cephalotes) at Reserva Ducke.
Photo by Laura Gorski.
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ANA

BROTAS

PLAY VIDEO
https://vimeo.com/247806944

BIO
Portuguese

visual

artist

interested

in

material and aesthetic manipulation in order
to tell stories. The constant search to find
appropriate forms of visual storytelling has
led her to explore a wide range of mediums,
consistently embracing a playful discourse
that connects art with her social and
ecological context.
She studied Cinema at the Film School
of Lisbon and Fine Art at both Central
Saint Martins and Goldsmiths University
of London. On her latest group show,
entitled Closer than Ever and exhibited in
Cape Town, she collaborated with artists
worldwide questioning the role of technology
and commenting the way it is shaping
social relationships. She was awarded at
Visual Arts Festivals and selected works

MAKING SENSE
OF THE AMAZON BIOME

have been published in the Young, Fresh

The set of investigations that emerged from

and Relevant journal and at several online

this journey concerned my intervention on

Fragmented Forest Exercise.
Cleaning square patches of the forest with a broom

magazines. Recent commissions include the

Nature and Nature’s intervention on my

HD Video (colour, sound, 04:14)

creation of a public interactive billboard in

work. It became a search to create a well-

downtown Los Angeles for WeTransfer and

thought symbiosis between the local biotic/

an interactive performance piece for the

abiotic factors and the process-making of

Sydney Opera House Summer Program.

these experimentations.

Camberwell’s and Deptford’s Contemporary

62
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ANA

BROTAS

Capturing the Accidental
Chemigrams derive from unpredictability
Chemigrams arise as a mix between painting and photography.
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SANDRA

BÜHLER
TUPÃS KA’AGUY PY /
GODS OF FOREST SOCKS
A videoshamanistic gringo ritual created

BIO

during

Sandra Bühler is a filmmaker and new
media artist with a focus on documentary
filmmaking and experimental animation.

in

Zurich,

Switzerland,

she

turned towards moving images as well as
audio-visual

performances

and

studied

experimental film in Berlin, Tokyo and
LA.

Through

docu-fictional

experimental,
technics

she

essayistic,
questions

the constructed nature of images as well
as realities in general and investigates
boundaries of conceptual thoughts.

Labverde

art

residence

in

residence:
Before entering the forest „Tupãs ka’aguy

After completing her studies as graphic
designer

the

Amazonia (Brazil) for the fellow artists in

py“ (Gods of Forest Socks) are called to
protect the forest hiker. These sock gods
enter into contact with the forest entities
to negotiate the permission to enter their
forest realm the upcoming day. They plea
for a safe hike and protect the shoes from
malignant small creatures which might hide
out in there.
This daily rite is derived from the fear of
dangerous animals which might crawl into
ones shoes during night, the respect of
walking in the forest and the practice of
drying wet socks and shoes.
This

video

negotiation
mythological

sculpture
of

space
story

to

thus

introduces

through
help

a

new

bridging

between human and nonhuman.human and
nonhuman.

66
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SANDRA

BÜHLER

PLAY VIDEO
Tupãs ka’aguy py / Gods of Forest Socks
https://vimeo.com/246076474
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ELIN GLÆRUM

17

HAUGLAND

BIO
Visual artist from Oslo, Norway, mainly

during the river experience and from inside

working with painting and experimental

the Adolpho Ducke Reserve.

film.

She

explores

closeness

and

collaboration between nature and man in

Some nights in the reserve, I slept outside

different cultures. Since 2015 she has been

the houses in my hammock. I wanted to feel,

developing this project in the Peruvian and

listen, take it all in and then paint from it the

Brazilian Amazon, Easter Island, Samoa and

next day. One of the days, Daniel found a soft

New Zealand.

rock for me that was turqoise.

Elin creates paintings that are made using

I made paintings on cotton and smaller

color pigments collected from nature. The

paintings on cardboard, for my Postcard

colors are connected to the places where

Painting Project. Sent small paintings all

she travels and the cultures she meets.

the way back to Norway and some other

By using her sensitivity she translates the

countries.

impressions she receives into a painted
language.

After LabVerde, my journey continued up
north on the Rio Negro, to São Gabriel da

ORGANIC PIGMENTS

Cachoeira. There I continued to collect
colors and paint, and listened to stories

During LabVerde, I was collecting organic

about plants and the different indigenous

material to use as color pigments from the

peoples living there and in the surrounding

places we visited. Urucúm, lacre, açai, soil,

area.

dust, rocks. Both from the stops we made
70
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ELIN GLÆRUM

HAUGLAND
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Work in progress - Organic color pigments
Urucúm, lacre, açai, soil, dust and rocks

73
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SABINA

SALLIS
body of work, consisting of drawings, videos,

BIO
Sabina Sallis has a multifaceted approach
to

arts

provision-

as

a

researching,

collaborating and exhibiting artist and as
a curator. Sabina graduated in 2005 from
University of Arts, Poznan, with a MA and
currently

she

is

undertaking

practice-

led Phd at School of Fine Arts, Newcastle
University.
Sabina uses drawing, video, performance,
sculpture and narrative in a multimedia
transdisciplinary approach that interweaves
fact and fiction.
Sabina’s practise investigates a complex
entanglement between human knowledge
and

the

environment

and

speculates

about an evolving aesthetics of embedded
sensitivity towards life. Sabina lives and
works in Newcastle upon Tyne in England.

human

everything
is

an

is

entirely

human,
different

complex

entanglement

between

human

knowledge, aesthetic experience and the
natural environment. The project further
speculates about a positive and desirable
infection of humanity’s ineffable state that
enables

transition

and

transformation

towards a sustainable future. Drawing from
anthropological ideas such as Eduardo
Kohn’s notion of semiotic beings, Descola’s
framework of the ‘four ontologies’- animism,
totemism, naturalism and analogism, and
deriving tools for research based on this
progressive

anthropologies,

I

explored

how we profoundly interact with complex
ecosystems, and how mindful, humane
and sustainable politics can grow out from
appreciative and sensitive engagement with
experiences of the Labverde immersion.

the
thing’

Eduardo Viveiros de Castro
‘Thought World and the Society of Nature’ is
the working title of the evolving and growing
74

continues my thematic concern with the

nature. The project strives to match the

THOUGHT WORLD AND THE
SOCIETY OF NATURE
‘When

collages, objects, and text. The project

Distilling the experience, the processes of
absorptions of the jungle atmosphere, its
polyphonic qualities, the immense fecundity
of that most diverse ecosystem, I am recollecting the recollections and focusing on

the effects of that richness on imagination,

perception proliferate, morph and resonate

and

to

with the mind and the mind’s body; like

research based on ‘radical openness, an

liquid thoughts that dissolve the boundaries

edgy protean differentiating multiplicity’

reaching deep and deeper in the circular dis-

(Karen Barad), and relevance of it to the

continuity- ‘Thought World and the Society

issues explored in my wider practice. Having

of Nature’ is a gathering of earthly, intuitive

been wth and become a part of the forest

and imaginative discoveries and collections

organisms that contains my breath and the

that a ‘decolonised artist/naturalist’ can

breath of the planet; where new organs of

bring from such an expedition.

radical

thinking,

the

approach
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SABINA

SALLIS

PLAY VIDEO
Thought World and the Society of Nature
Video Series Part 1, colour, sound, 12:54
https://vimeo.com/246086244

76

PLAY VIDEO
Thought World and the Society of Nature
Video Series Part 2, colour, sound, 12:54
https://vimeo.com/246917538

PLAY VIDEO
Thought World and the Society of Nature
Video Series Part 3, colour, sound, 12:54
https://vimeo.com/246957074
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RENATA

CRUZ
BIO

PROJECT

Lives and work in São Paulo, Brazil, she explores relationships between text and image. And she

My project during the ten days of immersion in the Amazon rainforest was mainly the recording

uses literature with her drawings to connect, like a collage, images and texts from different times

in drawings of this experience. I used a constant practice in my work, which is the creation of

and spaces. Many times, she organizes the work to create a system for cataloguing images of

cataloging systems with images drawn by me in conjunction with literary texts, to get closer to the

everyday life with objects and stories of lives from several people from several countries. She also

place where I was, while perceiving myself in it. This repetitive procedure, whose constant rhythm

develops installations were the drawings interact with the space on the exhibition like an open

usually brings me new questions and some understanding, awakened me to the relationship

book in a space. Her interest is creating an open narrative or several narratives that are built while

between my body and the landscape I was experiencing for the first time. Gradually, I understood

people walk in between the work.

that to perceive the forest was also to perceive the body itself in it. From there, I expanded
the cataloging proposal, thinking the drawings as the manifestation of this interconnection of
everything that is there and of which we are part.

© Gui Gomes
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RENATA

CRUZ

Untitled - Watercolor Painting on Paper - 28,4 x 109 cm
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RENATA CRUZ
& LAURA GORSKI

Our double research is focused on the
creation of a shared space of integration and
silence, which we normally inhabit alone.
The possibility of the encounter with oneself,
while being with another, moves us to create
images in which this sharing of time and
intimacy is present.
Our stay in the forest opened up spaces for
the construction of encounter situations,
using fragments of landscapes, which in
their strangeness and integration, invited
us to experience permanence, silence and
the possibility of poetic creation in our
relationship with one another and of both
with the forest.

“Igarapé”, 2017, Fotografia, 52x80cm
82
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CARLA MERCEDES

HIHN

“THE WHOLE IS MORE THAN
THE SUM OF ITS BITS“ (ARISTOTELES)

BIO

84

Born 1981 in Hermannstadt (Romania)

the same amplitude.

RAINFOREST-ACTION-DRAWING

moved to Germany in 1983. She studied

During her studies she lived 6 months in

The “Rainforest-Action-Drawings” are developed by visual and tactile impressions as well as by

in Berlin at the University of Arts with the

Lisbon and gained the Helmuth-Thoma-

the intense sounds giving impulses to my drawing practice inside the jungle. Instead of a pencil,

emphasis on drawing, printing and painting.

Award for Grafic. After finishing her studies

nature itself became my drawing material.

Her recent works are drawings with pencil

several other awards followed, such as the 2

on paper based on the observasion of water

year Studio-Grant of the Freundeskreis der

As preparation for my practice I meditate half an hour on the spot in the jungle. It is my way

surfaces. Appearing and passing waves

Universität der Künste, the Elsa-Neumann-

of approaching and connecting to the environment. I perceive meditation as a liquefaction of

and their reflections mediate the unstable

Grant for one year and the Berlin-Senat-

the outside and the inside, sensitizing my perceptions and at the same time concentrating my

as well as the continuity. The permanent

Residency for 6 months in Istanbul. In

energy.

changing phenomenon is impossible to

Oktober 2013 she attended the DUCTAC

catch while drawing so the result is a

residency in Dubai where she deveolped a

Afterwards I start rubbing the paper across the surrounding environment to capture its colors,

palimpsest structure of line patterns. A very

permanent installation in DUCTAC Culture

structures and vibrations. Through this action I am overcoming the perspective of an observer

high immediacy between perception, hand

Center at the Mall oft he Emirates. 2011 and

and start to dwell in the surroundings.

and line is achieved through the medium so

2012 Hihn did solo shows in Berlin at Galerie

the concentration on the very moment can

SCHAUFENSTER and Galerie im Turm, 2013

One work consists of a mosaic of single sheets whose edges are torn. That symbolizes the

be observed in the works. They are titled

in Istanbul at Hayaka Arti and 2015 in Berlin

interconnectedness of the pieces to a bigger whole and refers to a definition on landscape as a

„Interferenz“, a physicist term, that means

at Schauraum Ganghofer. Besides Berlin

heterogeneous mosaic formed by interacting units.

the superposition of two or more waves that

the artist participated in group shows in

The overall-structure mirrors the endless layers inside the forest that only allow close

form a resultant wave of greater, lower or

Vienna, Munich, Dresden, Potsdam, Miami

perspectives. It does not build a solid counterpart so that the viewer’s eye can endlessly slide

and Budapest.

across the composition.
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CARLA MERCEDES

HIHN

“Rainforest-Action-Drawings”
pencil and forest on paper, 50 x 50 cm, 2017

86

“Rainforest-Action-Drawings2”
forest on paper, 50 x 50 cm, 2017
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ANA

ENDEMIC ABSTRACTIONS
(LANDSCAPES)

CARVALHO

Endemic

Abstractions

is

a

series

of

drawings/paintings of abstract landscapes
and part of a mixed media project Amazonia
which I am working on. This exercise prints
my personal impressions of the Amazonian
Rainforest following Labverde’s residency
mainly during the stay at the Adolpho
Ducke Reserve. Facing this ecosystem’s
hierarchical scenario almost as an infinite
poem - an endless layered living curtain

BIO

where everything moves and sounds, I have

Portuguese visual artist and digital design consultant based in Lisbon. For the last fifteen years

Her artistic and creative practice is a result

she has been focused on digital design and strategy, exploring sensorial concepts. In the last

of a visual media persistent research

years she has been longing to explore new forms of visual expression and abstract representation

expressed by a large scope of mediums

by returning to paper and canvas. In 1999 she completed her degree in Graphic Design in Lisbon

and distinguished techniques from digital

and shortly after received her a Master Degree in Digital Interfaces from the Escola Superior de

platforms to paper. Influenced by her

Disseny Elisava / Pompeu Fabra University (Barcelona), tutored by the intermedia artist, musician

background, the relation between sound and

and composer José Manuel Berenguer, director of the Orchestra del Caos. At the age of 5, she

visual elements has a strong presence. Her

started music studies, playing the violin followed by the viola that became her main instrument.

organic abstract compositions engage the

Ana has been presenting her work on several exhibitions and in late 2016 joined three other

concepts of place and landscape on different

artists in the exhibition LIMES curated by Manuel Rodrigues, in Lisbon.

levels of depths.

found

extreme difficulty in focusing on

single isolated elements.
In this series, I have pursued the idea of
contradicting this perception working on
macro panoramic imagining and reimaging
the small details. The resulting abstractions
are landscapes that merge micro and macro
scaled elements, exploring the density
layers and textures and emphasizing color
- grades of green and brown - following the
rays of light invading the jungle’s shadow.

02, Endemic Abstractions series, 2017 - Mixed media on paper 20 x 98 cm
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ANA

CARVALHO

Detail #1

90

Detail #2

Detail #3
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KATI

Coexistence

17

HD Video, colour, sound, 19:50

ROOVER
COEXISTENCE
The Amazon rainforest is ‘the Tropical
Rainforest’ - more than any other in the
global imaginary. Amazon forests have been

BIO

emblematic of “nature” in its rawest and

Born in Estonia, lives and works in Helsinki,

most pristine state; presenting opportunities

Finland.

to experience a paradise on earth. However,

Her body of work includes photographs,

anthropologists and archaeologists have

videos, written texts, installations and sound

begun to paint a more complicated picture

art. Currently she is interested in different

of the forest. As a place it has many faces

ways

indigenous

and layers of human and non-human history

and scientific knowledge in contemporary

and changes. The region’s forests have been

human culture. She has been observing

shaped by human populations for centuries.

of

knowing;

intuitive,

the fragmentary perception of the human

92

mind and senses and the flowing concept

As I walked in the forest with my camera, I

of space - place in the midst of massive

tried to capture it as a multi- dimensional

environmental loss and changes.

presence

In her work she uses conceptual and

soils, stories, sounds, smells, changes,

methodological approaches, borrowed from

knowledges and beings coexisting. It felt

artistic and academic practices such as

almost impossible to capture it’s essence.

natural sciences, anthropology, linguistics

Coexistence is a collection of subjective

and documentary film. Her working process

thoughts

shares the same methods: interviews, field

combined with scientific knowledge and

research and exploration in the places she

dreams affected by the Amazon forest in a

chooses intuitively through research.

form of essee film.

with

and

many

layers

moments

in

of

the

plants,

forest,

93
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KATI

ROOVER

PLAY VIDEO
Coexistence - HD Video, colour, sound, 19:50
https://vimeo.com/246161053
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PROBABLE
FUTURES

Lucy Helton
Soichiro Mihara
Zane Cerpina

© Gui Gomes

LUCY

HELTON

matters relating to the eco-system and water

17

pollution. As we swiftly become desensitized
to climate crisis depictions of the future, I
offer a utopian outlook instead, the inclusion
of life in the work, is to present hope.
Whilst capturing landscapes in the Amazon
rainforest I discovered the only pristine
landscapes (landscapes untouched by man),
left on earth are the bottom of the ocean,
where we’ve only explored about 5%. A
startling discovery since a sunrise in the

BIO

Amazon rainforest, conjured up images of

Born in London and based in New York,

a time and landscape in existence before

LUCY HELTON received her master’s degree

us. Darwin said humans adapt to our

in fine art photography from Hartford Art

environment, but instead, we adapt the

School, CT, in 2014. Rising from a necessity

environment to suit us. Its in our nature

to express her personal anxieties and

to

domesticate,

concerns about the environment, her first

the

landscape

photobook “Actions of Consequence” was

and now aspire to do the same with the

nominated for the MACK First Book Award

pristine environments of other planets.

we
over

started
50,000

developing
years

ago,

2014, shortlisted for the Kassel Dummy
Award 2015, and The Anamorphosis Prize

Only a fraction of money has been spent

2015. Her most recent book “Transmission”

on ocean exploration compared to space

(Silas Finch, 2015) is a communication from

exploration. Exploration drives innovation,

our future to our recent past and it was

and the ultimate expression of humanity is

shortlisted for the Paris Photo-Aperture

technological invention. Therefore, my work

First Book Award 2015. Helton is immersed

incorporates various image strategies such

in photo book making and has participated in

as the overlapping frames to create the

various book fairs and festivals in New York,

larger view to reference current systems

L.A., London, Germany and France.

used by geologists and mapping specialists
to record our planet today. I mapped the

PROJECT
My work imagines a future Earth where
likely catastrophic events occur due to
destructive and apathetic human behaviour.
I’m constructing a future earth, one that’s
made up of vegetation and water to discuss
98

landscape of the Amazon rainforest in the
mechanical way I moved the camera, and in
the of repetition of form. My provocation to
question the image, is to provoke questioning
of the environmental wrongs happening in
the region.
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LUCY

HELTON

Untitled - Digital Photograph
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SOICHIRO

MIHARA

BIO

PROJECT

Aiming to make art that openly engages with

Imaginary rhetoric is the final part of the

why the artist decided to use it as a symbol

recording, my artwork absorbed into loud

the world, Soichiro Mihara creates systems

series “blank projects,” in which the artists

for communication with a broad spectrum

organic noises. However, the camera caught

employing a wide range of materials, media,

deals with the effects of extreme situations

of others including “non-human beings”.

one humming bird which suddenly

and technologies such as acoustics, bubble,

such as natural and man-made disasters.

Since 2016, he brings this device to a unique

close to the device and then flew away.

radiation, rainbow, microbes, moss, and

The fourth work was inspired by the artist’s

climate area to see how it will react.

continually questions the “here and now.”

field research to Fukushima and other

Since 2011, when the Great East Japan

atomic sites.

Earthquake struck, he has been working on

came

As a human being, I am contemplating if we
The embedded technology can only control

can create an environment where humanity,

the motor movement. Thus the aim was

the environment, and technology question

his blanks project, which explores beyond the

For this Mihara looked for something

not to imitate nature using technology,

each other’s existence on the basis of the

boundaries of the systems that drive modern

going beyond human communication. He

but rather to prompt reflection on the

fact that, generally speaking, we do not know

society. He has also been collaborating with

remembered a sound toy called “bird call”

discrepancy between perception and reason.

and cannot understand each other.

musicians, artists, electronic instrument

which can reproduce several bird songs.

How do others perceive this tiny humor

engineers,

He

He separated sound and human intention.

by a human being? This is what I want to

has shown several of his awarded projects

and

haptic

researchers.

In a cross-cut section of wood, a motorized

know from nature. Can this be a starter for

internationally and in 2017, his curiosity has

screw begins to rotate again and again every

dialogue or not?

taken him, in order to understand a broad

few minutes, creating a noise reminiscent of

sense of nature to projects which include

an organic chirping.

Ars Bio Arctica residency at lapland, real
DMZ project and Labverde.

Labverde was my first field research in a
tropical area. During my stay in Adolpho

In Japan, It’s said to be the bird that stands

Ducke Reserve, from a total of 3 days of

by the boundary to another world, which is
102

103
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SOICHIRO

MIHARA

“Imaginary Rhetoric - Blank projects” - Low-tech media
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ZANE

CERPINA
PROTEIN BACKPACK
The Amazon rainforest is home for 2.5
million insect species, including a large

FUTURE JUNK FOOD

BUG BUFFET

SUPER FOODS

FAKE FOODIES

ANTHROPOCENE SPECIALS

number of ants. The forest offers variety of
tastes: from mild and crunchy “Maniwara”
ants to “Saúva” ants that taste like ginger
and lemongrass. Could these hidden tastes
from the Amazon change the perception
of insects as an alternative protein source

BIO

106

in Western diets? In the future we won’t

Zane Cerpina (NO/LV) is an artist, designer

be able to sustain the global population in

and curator working within emerging media

meat-heavy diets. We have to adjust now if

focusing on the themes of the Anthropocene,

we want to survive.

environmental

Protein Backpack is a wearable insect farm,

criticism,

DIY

awareness,

interactive

ecological
and

that offers you to grow a wide selection of

embodied experiences. She is educated

edible ants from the Amazonian rainforest.

in Art & Technology at Aalborg University,

Be in charge of your own proteins, grow your

Denmark

own ants!

and

technologies

currently

lives

in

Oslo,

Norway, working as Creative Manager at

Insects need much less feed than cattle

PNEK - Production Network for Electronic

and poultry, and they can be farmed almost

Art, Norway and Project Manager at TEKS -

anywhere. The project explores how can

Trondheim Electronic Arts Centre. She is an

insect based food become an everyday thing

editor and designer of the EE - Experimental

for future generations.

Emerging Art Magazine. Currently Zane is

Protein Backpack is part of the Anthropocene

curating Dangerous Futures Conference

Cookbook: Eating for Our Future Survival

2018 and co-writing a publication - The

- a research project by Zane Cerpina and

Anthropocene Cookbook: Eating for Our

Stahl

Future Survival. She believes that “Our

cuisine of humanity. How does food look

society needs to feel the impact of the

from a perspective of a post-ecological

Anthropocene like a fist in the face.”

catastrophe?

Stenslie,

investigating

the

future

CRISIS MEALS

A-Z
FANTASTIC CUISINE

SELF-SUSTAINING KITCHEN

FUTURE FOOD VOCABULARY
VOCABULARY

TECH SNAKCS

INVASIVORY DIET
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ZANE

CERPINA

Protein Backpack (Anthropocene Cookbook: Eating for Our Future Survival)
Multimedia wearable insect farm (work in progress)
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POETIC
SCIENCE

Laura Gorski
Naomi Bailey-Cooper
Andrés Clerici
Bia Monteiro
Catherine Young
Débora Mazloum
Skye Morét

© Gui Gomes
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LAURA

GORSKI

17
PROJECT
How do we measure the forest’s time?
What is the forest’s horizon?
Why have I not drawn any trees?
What is my idea of landscape after the Amazon?
When I came back from LABVERDE, I used to dream every
night that I was in the forest. I realized that this situation
was irreversible; the forest had become a part of me, and I,
a part of it. The immersion allowed my understanding of the
dimension of the chasm of the inner world, mirrored by the
external world.
I believe that the urge to collect seeds, over the residence
days, was driven by my desire to collect chasms. Having
a seed in your hand brings about the feeling of carrying a
mystery, the pulsating unknown. Knowing through mystery

BIO
Laura Gorski (São Paulo, SP, 1982) is
a visual artist. Her research deals with
landscape, displacement and deep time
through drawing and space innervation.
Have a graduation in Product Design in
Belas Artes University. Participated in many
collective exhibition, including 17a Bienal
de Cerveira (Portugal 2012) and Dysraphic
City (Projektraum Kunstraum Kreuzberg,
Berlin, 2013), emphazising the Individual’s
Arquipélago de Instantes (Blau Galery, São
Paulo, 2017) Repouso (Centro Cultural São
Paulo, 2016) and Arquipélago dos lugares
imaginários (Estúdio Buck, São Paulo, 2013).
In partnership with the artists Renata Cruz
participated in the exhibition Dias úteis
(Centro Brasileiro Britânico, São Paulo,
2016).
112

can be a powerful form of discovery. The tree is the result
of the explosion of the seed. A hidden life power that breaks
the shell, a symbol of in-and-out integration.
Since the first day, still on the boat, as I entered the forest
and felt the energy of being in that place, I began a process
of collecting parts of this vast landscape, in an attempt to
understand the potency of the whole by the power of its
parts. Drawing with the river water, cataloguing seeds,
organizing leaves. Every day, a new world opened up inside
the forest, and through gathering, observation and drawing
procedures, while the forest grew outside, it also grew
inside, in the form of expanding collections in my studioroom.
Throughout the days, as a way of preserving my experiences,
I built a notebook that stored the collections through a
cataloging criteria based on experience and the relation
between body and place.
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LAURA

17

GORSKI

Work in progress - Notebook drawings
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NAOMI

BAILEYCOOPER

BIO
Naomi is a fashion textiles designer and
researcher from the UK. Her work explores
the potential of integrating ethical nonanimal

materials

and

processes

with

aesthetic appeal at the core of her work. Past
projects focused on embellishment grown
onto clothing and 3D fabric manipulation
concepts. She is currently studying for a
practice-based PhD at the London College
of Fashion, University of the Arts London,
designing embellishment that could offer an
alternative to the decorative notion of exotic
116

animal materials.

ACTIVE SPECIMENS

Photograph of three samples,
Mixed materials
42 x 30cm, 42 x 20cm, 42cm x 30cm

Inspired by the way in which scientists record life in the forest that often includes the use of a
euthanized specimen, my aim was to explore the recording of animal species further as a designer
by using a more poetic approach. My ten days on the residency were mainly spent exploring
how textiles could be used as a recording device. Through textiles, which offer the qualities of
movement lost in current physical samples, I subsequently recorded the activity of three different
species found in the rainforest. These include the harder to capture: puss caterpillar and two
types of leaf hopper nymphs, one of which is believed to be the same species discovered in 2013
by Trond Larsen. Three final textile artifacts were produced that explore aspects of the movement
or behavior of each insect which serves as a record for further development and discovery.
For example, a leaf hopper nymph which jumps away when touched, represented through the
application of magnets sewn into each embellishment which jump to and away from each other
when handled.
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NAOMI

BAILEY-COOPER

[LEFT MARGIN]
(top) Photograph of leaf hopper nymph insect in the rainforest,
(bottom) Video still of leaf hopper nymph embellishment in motion,
banana fibre and magnets on wild silk organza
42cm x 30cm
[RIGHT MARGIN]
(top) Video stills of puss caterpillar embellishment in motion,
Manila hemp and linen/aluminium fibre combination, organic
cotton velvet and seed beads on silk gauze.
42cm x 30cm
(bottom) Video stills of leaf hopper nymph embellishment in motion,
Glass fibre and varnish/latex/fabric paint/cotton thread combination on silk crepe
42cm x 20cm
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ANDRÉS

CLERICI
BIO
Andres Clerici is a writer who works in
visual poetry in both Spanish and English.
He is also a storyteller and creative director
for interpretive museums worldwide. He
lives and works in New York City.

LOS CAIDOS (FALLEN)
The Amazonian jungle is a journey to
the essence of existence, an intimate
exploration of unraveling layers of what
life is and who I am. The rainforest is
not a space, it is a new dimension where
senses are heightened and the mind
wanders but is also alert and present.

LOS CAIDOS

Every day, I walked into the forest
and collected visually vibrating fruits,
flowers and leaves laying on the forest’s
dense brown floor. I photographed them
and reproduc ed them with color pencils.
I later drew their outline or body with
words that became poems. This process
of turning images into visual poems
intuitively immersed me in the jungle
and its cycle of life, decay and rebirth.
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ANDRÉS

CLERICI
Reclinada elegantemente sobre un manto de hojas secas
Marrones, rojas y amarillas
Estás tu, radiante y luminosa,
Invitando a ser levantada, comida, deseada.
Y ahí esperas, llena de color, contraste
Carnosa como una goma
Atlética, flexible.
Te gustaría gritar pero ya no puedes. Ya no tienes voz.
Te gustaría moverte pero ya no formas parte
De este conglomerado que se mueve con el viento
Y te hace sentir libre, alerta.
Te gustaría volver a vivir para expandirte
Pero ya es tarde.
Pronto serás ni siquiera un recuerdo.

Y aquí estás tu
Sin sangre, sin otros
Delicado cuerpo desmembrado, ténue
Aguardando que te empuje el viento
Pasa así sumarte a lo que será olvidado.

Antes de que el sol ilumine la densidad de esta selva
Me dejo llevar por el camino
Que no tiene ni nombre ni número
Y ahí te encuentro,
Esperándome.
Mi cuerpo se adentra en luz
Como mi respiración encuentra su ritmo
Un pensamiento se diluye en sinápsis
Una idea se disuelve en oxígeno
Un sueño se confunde en un magma desconocido
Un recuerdo se olvida en otro
Una emoción se evapora en todas las células

Y ahí estás tu, deseo
Brillando
Seduciendo
Con números y letras
De apariencia casi perfecta
Oro
Plata
Cobre
Ese deseo, mata.
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BIA

MONTEIRO
BIO
Bia Monteiro was born Rio de Janeiro and

While at the Adolpho Duck Reserve, I began

is now based in NYC. Bia is a visual artist

work on Re-medindo aTerra Firme, an

working primarily with photography, video

investigation and reworking of the initial

and installations. Her work originates mostly

allusions and actual references that were

on landscapes to reference matters of

employed by the Europeans explorers –

displacement and environmental concerns

those that have been absorbed as a genuine

through the use of the body, historical

reality.

events and architecture. It is by merging

…Here I am. Two hundred years after Von

the factual and poetic of a matter that she

Martius drew the depth and complexity of

conceptualizes the work.

this forest. How do I decode the images
and concepts embedded within me by an

RE-MEDINDO A TERRA FIRME
The

Europeans

were

the

first

alien experience? I insert myself in this
landscape – a place that has been object

non-

of subjugation for centuries – and use my

indigenous people to explore the Amazon

body to experience real dimensions, to

forest: they came, studied and abused the

understand the impression of its size and

natives with their objectifying gaze. The

to reassess memory through this, my own

forest was often portrayed as exotic, magical

experience.

and otherworldly by these colonizers. This

Each tree, I hold. Each tree, I measure with

symbolic depiction eventually dominated

my hands. A repetition that facilitates my

the imagination of foreign and local people,

own corporal connection to the landscape

myself included.

and reveals a forest as fragile as my being.

Re-medindo a Terra Firme - Digital Intervention on Von Martius Expedition Drawing
[NEXT PAGE] “Re-medindo a Terra Firme” - Photograph and digital intervention
PLAY VIDEO
Re-medindo a Terra Firme - HD Video, colour, s
https://vimeo.com/247808388
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MONTEIRO
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CATHERINE

SARAH
YOUNG
BIO

Catherine Sarah Young (born in Manila, the

her subjects by subverting familiar objects.

Philippines) is a Chinese-Philippine artist,

She holds degrees in B.S. Molecular Biology

designer, and writer whose work explores

and Biotechnology from the University of

emerging
futures
and

technologies
through

sensory

and

alternative

the Philippines and an MFA in Interaction

interactive

storytelling

Design from the School of Visual Arts in New

experiences.

She

creates

York as a Fulbright scholar.

works that investigate nature, our role in
and technology, exploring themes such as

AN OLFACTORY PORTRAIT
OF THE AMAZON RAINFOREST

climate change and sustainability, science

This is an artistic research project about

policy and citizen science, feminism and

the past, present, and future smells of

participatory art, among others. She has an

the Amazon. Past scents were taken from

international exhibition, residency, speaking,

travel narratives of naturalists such as

the Amazon. The scents were studied

to destructive human practices such as

and fellowship profile and has collaborated

Alexander von Humboldt and Henry Walter

and created by a combination of modern

deforestation and mining. The goal is to be

with scientists, companies, chefs, artists,

Bates. Present scents were researched

perfumery techniques, including distillation,

able to personally engage with the Amazon

think tanks, development organizations,

during the residency, by sniffing the

chromatography, and a comparison with

through a sense that we don’t normally

and museums around the world. She often

rainforest, taking samples, and asking

known scents. The project is presented

highlight—smell—and to reflect on how

works with children in conceptualizing her

people about memories of the smells, as

as an interactive exhibition where people

this ecosystem changes through time.

work, tapping on their unlimited openness

olfaction and memory are closely linked.

can smell the scents and talk about

What might these changes mean for our

and potential, as well as local communities

Future scents, being speculative, were

their memories of them. The ephemeral

relationship with nature, with each other,

to create collaborative projects. She creates

interpreted from research papers and

medium of scent is also metaphorical of

and with ourselves?

works in various formats and often addresses

media accounts of what is happening to

the rainforest, which is disappearing due

nature, and the tensions between nature
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CATHERINE

SARAH YOUNG

“An Olfactory Portrait of the Amazon
Rainforest” - Mixed media art
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DÉBORA

MAZLOUM

BIO

that institutions like museums, natural

exhibitions in Brazil and in the current

region.

Born in Rio de Janeiro, 1982. Lives and

history museums and the curiosity cabinets

year in the 20th Contemporary Art Festival

current process, I could have access to a

work between Brasilia and Rio, currently in

attests through installation, site-specific

Sesc_ Videobrasil and a group exhibition in

new approach about the Amazon, and could

Brasilia.

and drawings. The works are connected

Coimbra - Portugal.

realize how we have romanticized ideas

The artistic conceptual practice is focused

with the botanical universe, cosmology and

on the elaboration of spaces/places that

science, usually having nature and history as

establish dialogues with various different

a common point.

historical times, looking to develop the
relationship

132

and

Mazloum holds a master degree in Artistic

new landscapes as well as the creation of

between

territoriality

Contemporary Process from UERJ, and

a hybrid fictional nature, questioning the

a bachelor degree in scenography from

relationships that surround the real effect

UFRJ. The artist has participated in several

During

the

residency

and

the

about the region since the colonization.

VIAGENS FILOSÓFICAS
It’s a project that aims to give a new
contemporary view of a Portuguese artistic
mission named “Philosophical Research”.
The mission went through several colonial
countries and in Brazil covered an extension

The project seeks to establish a different
perspective to the old mission, and the
immersion was a fundamental starting point
to construct a hybrid narrative that links the
relation between man, nature and history.

of more than 39 mil km, in the Amazonian
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DEBORA

MAZLOUM

Viagens Filosóficas
Previous page:
Work in Progress, Box 1 Aguapé ou “Ouro
de Tolo”.
Mixed media art, 60cm x 0,40cm x0,50cm
This page:
Work in Progress, study for a path from
Viagens Filosóficas.
Mixed media art, 40 cm x 40 cm
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SKYE

17

(art/design + science) will create the socioenvironmental engagement necessary for

MORÉT

the responsible stewardship of our planet.

PROJECT
What makes a forest unique? How can we,
as humans, so immediately discern that we
are standing in the middle of the Amazon and
not a different kind of forest? What channels
of sensory information allow us to recognize

BIO

that we are now in a new part of the jungle,

Skye is a data-driven designer in the United

at a different altitude, or distinguish changes

States. She has a diverse background in

in the ecosystem throughout the day? I

marine science, having sailed 80,000+ miles

explored these types of questions in the

on oceanographic vessels from Antarctica to

Adolpho Ducke Reserve, using several data-

the Marquesas. Skye is passionate about the

driven experiments to identify thresholds

power of art and design in communicating

within the landscape.

FALTA TITULO

nature and science. Her work investigates
the complex relationship between humans,

In the experiment displayed here, I tested

technology, and nature. She creates work

my assumption that Amazon ground cover

that encourages curiosity, empathy, and

seemed rather ubiquitous: brown, crunchy

interaction, and explores these themes

leaves. I cut a 10×10cm square hole in a piece

through

visual

of cardstock and travelled to three areas of

storytelling. Skye’s artistic media range

data-driven

different altitude (with presumably different

from digital, gestural interfaces that explore

flora and fauna). Gathering everything that

ecological

I could see and extract within the square, I

thresholds

design

to

and

environmental

data-influenced jewelry and sound mapping.

then inventoried the debris.

Her work often offers people a new way to

136

connect through- and experience unfamiliar

The indexical, nuanced patterns of these

environments. Skye’s award-winning design

altitude thresholds were incredibly clear—

work has been featured in Popular Science

both in color, leaf type, shape, and level

magazine and her scientific and art-based

of decay. The experiment highlighted the

curricular work can be found in publications

beauty and complexity within a seemingly

ranging from Science to Green Teacher. She

banal 100cm2 area beneath my feet. By

received her MFA in Information Design and

illuminating thresholds and highlighting

Visualization from Northeastern University

them visually, I hope to communicate the

(Boston, USA). Skye strongly believes that the

intricacy and vulnerability of this beautiful

synergy of seemingly disparate disciplines

place.
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SKYE

MORÉT

Amazon Ground (Valley, Slope and Plateau) - Photograph - 10×10cm
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